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Programs Flawless MultiCam is a high-end webcam solution. It supports multiple color screens and multiple projectors (up to 50), as well as automatic detection of
multiple desktop backgrounds and.. 60) Keyboard 0x00000040, USB>VID_2880&PID_1716&MI_00,.The invention relates to a device for the synchronization of x-ray
measuring device, especially for the acquisition and transfer of radiation images onto a medical photosensitive film. The frequently used x-ray measuring device for
medical purposes comprises several different stations. The patient is first placed on the x-ray scanning device (an x-ray source or a x-ray table), and he is thereupon
exposed in the x-ray scanning device to radiation. Then the radiation is examined in the x-ray system apparatus in which the x-ray film is exposed in the x-ray
system apparatus to the radiation coming from the scanning device. For this purpose, the x-ray film is located in the x-ray system apparatus in front of a flat-screen
television receiver. The x-ray film moves with a fan scanner between the x-ray film and the television screen through a path which extends in the direction of the
movement of the x-ray film. The x-ray film is placed onto the x-ray receiver of a camshaft which is driven in synchrony with the movement of the x-ray film. In order
to synchronize the x-ray film with the x-ray system apparatus, the x-ray system apparatus is provided with a synchronization generator which is in the form of a
timing card. The synchronization generator is connected by way of a cable to the camshaft. The synchronization generator causes the camshaft to rotate in
synchrony with the movement of the x-ray film. This is achieved by the synchronization generator being set into operation by the shutter of the x-ray system
apparatus when the patient is being exposed to the radiation. In the German OS No. 29 33 679, a device for the synchronization of a x-ray film and a x-ray system
apparatus is shown, in which the synchronization generator is provided in the form of a motor-driven timer and the camshaft is directly connected to the timer. The
camshaft is moved at a constant velocity, thus providing for a constant speed between the x-ray film and the synchronization generator. It is true that the device
shown in the cited German OS No. 29
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